
3D printer waste – PLA plastic,

either failed prints or filament

scraps. These need to be quite

thin (rafts work well) as thicker

pieces won’t melt through with an

iron. 

Iron – use this only with plastic or

for other crafting. Don’t use on

clothing after crafting as you will

risk getting plastic on your

clothes

Iron surface (old ironing board)

Baking paper

Soldering iron for making holes if

wanted

Any jewellery attachments you

may want to use (jump rings,

earring hooks)

Personal Protective Equipment

(PPE)-  we recommend a mask,

gloves and a ventilated space.

WHAT YOU NEED

3D PRINTER

WASTE

ACCESSORIES
Makerspace Series

Choose the pieces you are going to

melt and arrange them on your

sheet of baking paper.

PROCEDURE
In a ventilated space, place a sheet

of baking paper over your ironing

surface, turn on your iron to medium

heat, put on your PPE.

Place a second sheet of baking

paper over top and run the iron

over.
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Keep ironing until you can see the

top layers blend with the bottom.

You can lift the top sheet of baking

paper to monitor.
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Be careful not to heat for too long

as this will create bubbles in the

plastic. Generally, a thin raft and

small pieces on top will take

between 1 to 2 minutes at medium

heat (cotton setting on iron).
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Makerspaces use technology to create products locally. These spaces are inherently

sustainable because makers can customise products, design out waste and avoid shipping

items around the world. The environmental impact can be reduced even further by

embedding waste reduction systems, using sustainable materials and finding avenues for

recycling waste.

These resources aim to provide ideas and inspiration for others to consider how their space

may impact the environment and explore ways to reduce that impact where possible. 

ABOUT THE MAKERSPACE SERIES

Makerspace Series

HEALTH AND SAFETY
Remix Plastic (and Clever Green

Limited) take no responsibility for the

health and safety of those using these

tutorials. We offer advice and

guidance on best practice and trust

that those undertaking any plastic

recycling implement their own

practices to keep themselves and

others safe. 

 

See our Health and Safety resource for

details on what precautions you

should be taking when

melting/recycling plastic:

www.remixplastic.com/blogs/news/he

alth-and-safety

www.remixplastic.com

PLA
PLA (Polylactic Acid) 3D printer filament is

a plant-based plastic and is technically

commercially compostable. Unfortunately,

there are no regulations in NZ around

plant-based plastics and there are no

facilities that accept filament for

composting. 

 

For more information on this complicated

subject, see our resource:

shorturl.at/dqrFM

Iron until you are happy with the

look. PLA plastic will not shrink when it

cools but it will warp slightly. Allowing

it to cool with pressure will stop it

from warping - place it between two

pieces of wood or similar (with baking

paper either side).
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You may want to add a small hole

to treat a jump ring or string. If you

want to add a hole, heat up the

soldering iron and pierce a hole.
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